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Abstract: Ecologically extreme habitats at a species’ distribution edges bear significance for biota
under adverse climatic conditions and climate change. Range-edge populations adjust their func-
tional traits to the special local ecological conditions, leading to increased intraspecific variability
in their morpho-anatomical structure and, consequently, favor population survival in the absence
of competitors. On the basis of wood anatomical traits, such as tracheid lumen area (CA), cell wall
thickness (CWTrad), cell diameter-to-radial cell wall thickness ratio (CD/CWT), and the number of
tracheids in the radial tracheid files (TNo), we investigated the xylem adjustment of Pinus sylvestris L.
populations from six ecologically extreme habitats from the Eastern Carpathians and the Pannonian
Basin. Results indicated significant differences among all studied sites in case of all wood anatomical
traits as signs of the local adaptation of trees. Peat bog populations adapted their wood anatomical
traits to the generally hydric, cool and anaerobic conditions of the peat bogs, exhibiting smaller
CA and proportionally thick CWTrad to ensure the hydraulic safety of the stem, whereas, on the
lowland site, trees were characterized by a more effective water-conducting system, developing
larger CA with relatively thin CWTrad with lower carbon-per-conduit-costs at the expense of higher
vulnerability to cavitation. Radial tree ring growth and TNo also differed markedly among sites,
following the temperature and groundwater constraints of the habitats. Wood anatomical variability
among tree rings and the corresponding short-term climate response of populations differed from
the adaptive responses of the trees to the ecological characteristics of the habitat. In addition to
the different phylogeographic origin evidenced in former studies, phenotypic differentiation by the
habitat type of the studied populations linked to the variance in morpho-anatomical traits have
contributed to the survival of the peripheral Scots pine populations at the species’ range margins.

Keywords: Scots pine; adaptation; climate change; wood anatomy; tracheidogram; traits

1. Introduction

Ongoing climate change and the resulting interspecific competition lead to shifts in
the geographic distribution of natural forest communities [1]. Cold tolerant species are
predicted to expand their area of distribution towards the cooler regions of the poleward
latitudes or to upslope elevations, causing local extinctions and population contractions
at the southern periphery. Mostly, at the warmer range margins, populations of the cold
tolerant species are expected to survive in small remnant habitats called refugia, where local
conditions favor their persistence [2–4]. The term “refugia” originally referred to restricted
full-glacial locations of temperate and high-latitude taxa [5]. Species’ survival in refuge
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habitats are receiving increasing attention today, as they serve as safe havens to which biota
can retreat and persist under adverse climatic conditions [6]. However, sites with special
local ecological characteristics where retreating populations are able to survive are also
considered as being cryptic refugia [5], and such habitats are now particularly important
for being identified and conserved, as they mitigate global biodiversity loss [6,7]. Species’
migration and the survival of populations due to in situ adaptive differentiation and selec-
tion within refugia strongly determine the properties of remnant communities [8,9]. When
populations are at a species’ range edge, adaptive processes strongly depend on genetically
coded functional traits, affecting fitness, growth, reproduction and survival [10,11]. Adap-
tation of species and populations to climate constraints may lead to increased intraspecific
variability imprinted in the morpho-anatomical traits of populations. Wood anatomical
characteristics of tree species are among the most important indicators, as trees have to
adjust their xylem to the ecological conditions of the habitats, including water regime and
seasonal and interannual climate variations [12].

Pinus sylvestris L. is one of the most important forest tree species of the Eurasian taiga.
Its distribution spans more than 14,000 km, extending from the Iberian Peninsula towards
the Siberian plain, reaching its easternmost distribution edge at the Okhotski Sea [13,14].
At the southern limit of its distribution range where, during the Pleistocene, it was more
widespread, it is represented only by fragmented, island-like populations. In these regions
following the Last Glacial Maximum, the warming of the climate and autogenic succession
favored broadleaved competitors, forcing the Scots pine southern limit populations to
fragmentation, long-term isolation and, finally, to genetic differentiation [15–17]. Isolation
in several southern European refugia is probably responsible for the genetic diversity of
modern-day populations, and for the high ecological plasticity, with which the species
was able to survive in a multitude of environmental conditions, plant communities and
diverse habitat types [18,19]. Such fragmented, peripheral populations are found also in
East-Central Europe, in the Carpathians, growing in peatbogs with elevated groundwater
table, or sustaining on sunny rocky outcrops with shallow soil layer. Small populations
have also survived on the lowland area of the Pannonian Plain, where populations persist
on calcareous sandy substrates with low nutrient content [20–22]. Despite the ongoing
fragmentation and isolation, molecular genetic studies of these peripheral populations
have revealed high population genetic diversity. Moreover, former molecular studies
could detect two main genetic lineages that originate from two divergent glacial refugia;
one extending from the Western Carpathians towards the Eastern Alps and another in
the Eastern Carpathians [16,23]. Aside from their peculiar spatial genetic structure and
diversity, Carpathian populations exhibit considerable phenotypic variation in both mor-
phological and anatomical traits, most probably as signs of local adaptation to different
habitat types [24–26].

Tree rings are among the most important traits affecting individual tree fitness, as they
are the main contributors to the radial growth performance of trees. Tree ring width and
characteristics depend on the site conditions and interannual climate variations that are dis-
cussed in many dendrochronological and densitometry studies [27–29]. Furthermore, the
fundament of wood increment, wood anatomy, may offer insights into ecological adaptation
through diverse anatomical parameters and fine-scale time resolutions. Studies on central
temperate and northern boreal Scots pine populations have revealed long-term wood
cell structure chronologies influenced by inter- and intra-annual climatic variation [30–32].
Traits such as cell area (CA), cell diameter (CD), cell wall thickness (CWT), and cell num-
ber (Tno) have shown correlations with the current year climate and also depend on the
climate variables of the preceding year. The above-listed parameters are also strongly
affected by the site conditions [33,34]. Scots pine tracheids respond to interannual and
seasonal droughts in the southern range periphery [35,36], to fluctuations in temperature
and precipitation evidenced in the Mediterranean region [37,38], or to continental climate
variations [39] at different altitudes [40,41] and soil moisture conditions [42]. These plastic
responses are either indicators of direct wood structure adaptation to extreme climatic
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events (e.g., [42]), or they could be related to the optimized carbon allocation and hydraulic
conditions of the trees at such circumstances (e.g., [37]). Beside altitude [41], latitudinal
position [43], climatic zone [44] on such rear edge locations, Scots pine may adjust its
anatomical features to special local site conditions, such as aridity [42,45], constant drought,
or cessation of former irrigation [46,47]; these are usually intertwined with processes per-
ceived in interannual climate variations, as mentioned before. Moreover, predicted global
warming is expected to have further strong selective pressure, especially on these rear edge
populations [48].

Study results referring to wood anatomical characteristics have been reported from
a wide range of locations and habitat types at the southern periphery of Scots pine area,
namely the Iberian Peninsula, the Swiss Alps, the Vitosha, and South Siberia. However, the
specific migration history of the Carpathian and Pannonian populations, their expansion
and retreat to different refugia, beside the “geographic and genetic” marks, has left imprints
in the wood of anatomical traits of populations strongly affected by natural selection acting
over extended periods of time.

In this study, we aimed to (i) reveal wood anatomical trait variation of refugial Scots
pine populations from the edaphically extreme habitats of the Carpathians and the Pan-
nonian Basin; (ii) characterize the level of adaptive differentiation in these fragmented,
peripheral populations; and (iii) outline seasonal/interannual climate variations reflected
by the measured anatomical parameters. The observed phenotypic differentiation sheds
light on the adaptive strategy of this long-living woody tree species to extreme habitats
facing climate change.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Sites, Sampling and Tree Ring Analyses

Six natural populations of Pinus sylvestris L. were sampled from the Carpathians
and the Pannonian Basin in 2019 and 2020 (Romania: Suhardul Mic (RCO), Tinovul Luci
(RLU), Băile Tusnad (RMO), Poiana Stampei (RPO), Saru Dornai (RSD), Hungary: Fenyőfő
(HFE); Table 1, Figure 1). These fragmented populations in the southern margin of the
natural range of the species grow in specific habitat types, such as peat bogs, dry rocky
substrates or mixed forests sustaining on sandy soils and calcareous bedrock [1,20,21].
Populations were selected based on their nature conservation importance, as they are
considered natural populations, sustaining on undisturbed remnant habitats. The edaphic
and climatic properties of these habitats and the plant community characteristics are given
in Table S1 and Figure 1, derived from the SoilGrids [49] and CARPATCLIM [50] databases,
with 0.25 × 0.25 km and 10 × 10 km spatial resolution, respectively.

In total, 57 dominant, undamaged, mature trees were randomly sampled (about 10
trees per site, except RCO–Table 1). Most of the trees were of old age (Table 1). In the
cases of RLU, RMO and RSD, considering their shorter generation times [51] and that trees
are characterized by restricted apical growth, the sampled trees also appeared to be the
oldest from these sites, representing the same mature ontogenetic phase related to the
cessation of intense height growth rates [52,53]. Cores were taken with an increment borer
at breast height, c. 1.3 m. Standard techniques in dendrochronology [54] were used to
collect, transport and prepare the cores for tree ring width (TRW) measurements. After
being glued to wooden mounts, cores were sanded and then scanned with a high resolution
scanner at 2400 dpi resolution. For each core, we semiautomatically measured TRW series
with the Image J 1.52 software [55], using the Object J plugin at a resolution of 0.01 mm.
Visual cross-dating was verified using COFECHA [56].
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Table 1. Main features of the studied peripheral Pinus sylvestris L. populations from the Carpathian Basin and the Eastern Carpathians.

Code Country Residential
Area

Habitat
Type Community Type Latitude,

Longitude
Altitude

(m)
Slope

Aspect
Area
(km2)

Sampled
Trees

Selected Trees
for Wood
Anatomy

Mean Age
(Year) (SD)

DBH (cm)
(SD)

HFE HU Fenyőfő Mixed
forest

Festuco
vaginatae-Pinetum

sylvestris

47◦21′26.0” N
17◦46′08.4” E 252 SE 4.49 10 8 115 (47.0) 55.1 (8.9)

RCO RO Suhardul
Mic

Rocky
substrate

Seslerio-rigidae-
Pinetum
sylvestris

46◦48′06.0” N
25◦47′31.4” E 981 NW 0.04 3 3 101 (49.0) 19.2 (3.3)

RLU RO Tinovul
Luci Peat bog

Sphagnion magellanici,
Vaccinio

uliginosi-Pinetea

46◦17′51.6” N
25◦43′39.2” E 1076 - 2.73 12 7 77 (6.6) 17.4 (2.8)

RMO RO Băile
Tusnad Peat bog

Sphagnion magellanici,
Vaccinio

uliginosi-Pinetea

46◦08′07.9” N
25◦54′11.0” E 1052 - 0.58 9 8 59 (12.0) 12.5 (3.3)

RPO RO Poiana
Stampei Peat bog

Sphagnion magellanici,
Vaccinio

uliginosi-Pinetea

47◦17′56.5” N
25◦06′59.8” E 878 - 1.43 11 5 95 (37.7) 13.6 (2.8)

RSD RO Saru Dornei Peat bog
Sphagnion magellanici,

Vaccinio
uliginosi-Pinetea

47◦15′28.8” N
25◦21′24.3” E 913 - 0.41 12 6 61 (17.1) 16.2 (6.1)

DBH—Diameter at breast height.
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monthly precipitation sums, and red lines represent monthly mean temperatures in the climate diagrams, calculated over 
the period 1961–2010 and derived from the CARPATCLIM database. Site abbreviations: Suhardul Mic (RCO), Tinovul 
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Figure 1. Natural distribution of Pinus sylvestris in Europe (subfigure green area) and in the Carpathian region (green
area), together with the geographic position of sampled Pinus sylvestris populations (a) with the altitude (Alt), total yearly
precipitations (Prec), average yearly temperatures (T), number of frost days with minimum temperatures below 0 ◦C (F0),
number of frost days with minimum temperatures below −20 ◦C (F20), global aridity indexes (ARI), and average growing
season length (GSL) of the sites (b), and the corresponding climate diagrams of the sites (c–h). Blue bars represent monthly
precipitation sums, and red lines represent monthly mean temperatures in the climate diagrams, calculated over the period
1961–2010 and derived from the CARPATCLIM database. Site abbreviations: Suhardul Mic (RCO), Tinovul Luci (RLU),
Băile Tusnad (RMO), Poiana Stampei (RPO), Saru Dornei (RSD), Fenyőfő (HFE).

2.2. Wood Anatomical Measurements

At least five tree cores from each site (except RCO) were selected for anatomical
measurements from the cross-dated samples (Table 1). We preferred mature trees whose
individual indexed TRW series highly correlated with the local mean chronology, in order
to represent the common growth of the stands better. Five specific annual rings (1990,
1991, 1992, 1993, 2010) were selected for anatomical measurements, based on their climatic
characteristics derived from the CARPATCLIM database. The period of 1990–1992 was
relatively dry, based on the average yearly aridity indexes of the sites (ARI—as the ratio
of mean precipitation and mean evapotranspiration; 7.55, 5.90 and 6.83 respectively) and
precipitation sums (PPT; 514, 648 and 584 mm respectively). Both 1993 and 2010 were
humid (ARI: 16.56 and 16.63 respectively), with the highest precipitation in the studied
years (695 and 1017 mm respectively), from which the latter was one of the most humid
and wet year in the last decades in the Carpathian region. In total, 185 annual rings were
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selected, from which 19 annual rings were excluded from the analysis due to missing rings
or low quality samples, with at least 5 replicates of each annual ring per site (except RCO)
remaining in the following analyses.

From the cores with the selected annual rings, 15 µm thin cross sections were made
with a sliding microtome (HN40, Jung, Heidelberg, Germany) and were stained with
safranin and astra blue, according to [57]. Microscopic images of the cross sections were
captured with a digital camera (AxioCam HRc, Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany) mounted on a
transmitted light microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager A2, Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany), with a
10× objective (image resolution: 0.9699 pixel/µm). In case the annual ring width could not
be entirely covered in the field of view of the objective, consecutive images were taken and
then merged together using the program PTgui 10.0.11 (New House Internet Services BV,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands).

The resulting images were processed with a semiautomatic method, using the image
analysis software ROXAS 3.0.1 [58]. For each analyzed ring, after the exclusion of excessive
cells, we manually fine-edited the measurements of five radial tracheid files. Tracheid
files showing the tangentially largest cells were selected in order to consider only those
tracheids that were cut close to the middle of their longitudinal length. From the result-
ing measurements, the tracheid lumen area (CA), the mean radial cell wall thickness of
tracheids (CWTrad), the ratio of the cell diameter and radial cell wall thickness (CD/CWT),
and the number of tracheids in the radial tracheid files (TNo) were selected for further
analysis. Since trees were not of the same age (Table 1), the increasing power-like ontoge-
netic trend of the measured CA variable in and across the sites became evident (Figure 2).
This trend is most apparent in the early stages of tree life, while it ceases when trees reach
their mature height [53]. To account for this trend, we separated and excluded the CA
measurements taken from the juvenile wood, following the recommendations of Yang
et al. [59]. The intersection of two regression lines, obtained from the mean CA-cambial
age coordinate space of all measurements, was treated as a boundary point between the
juvenile and mature part of the trees. According to the intersection point, the youth trend
ceased at the cambial age of 18 years (Figure 2), which, in its magnitude, corresponds well
to observations on Pinus sylvestris by Pritzkow et al. [31]. After the exclusion, 155 annual
rings, with at least 5 replicates of each annual ring per site (except RCO), remained for the
final anatomical evaluation. We found no evident ontogenetic trends in case of the CWTrad
measurements, and thus no exclusions or detrending were applied. On the basis of its high
correlations with TRW chronologies [30,45] and visual examination, TNo measurements
were standardized with a negative exponential function [54] fitted to all pooled measure-
ments in earlywood (y = 50.36*exp(−0.05*x) + 11.12; all p values of parameters <0.001) and
latewood (y = 9.66*exp(−0.02*x) + 5.75, p values of parameters <0.001, <0.1 and <0.001,
respectively) to control for the decreasing age related trend of the tracheid numbers.

The resulting ROXAS outputs were re-arranged according to the order of tracheids
in each tracheid file in the pith-bark direction. From the reordered CA, CWTrad and
CD/CWT measurements, initial tracheidograms were produced, following the methods of
Vaganov [60]. Using a moving average normalization procedure, this method produces
standard curves of cell parameter variations in the radial files as functions of cell position
within an annual ring, in order to make cells comparable between growth rings, trees,
and sites formed in the same period of the growing season. Based on the average cell
number of all measured files, standardized tracheidograms of CA, CWTrad and CD/CWT
were obtained based on a normalized number of 24 cells (16 earlywood and 8 latewood)
per ring. Latewood tracheids were identified according to the Mork index [61]. Standard
tracheidograms were computed with the R 3.6.3 (R foundation) package ‘tgram’ (available
from CRAN; http://cran.r-project.org, accessed on 24 November 2017.).

http://cran.r-project.org
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

Linear mixed effects models (LMM) were used to test the effects of sites, years, and
monthly weather on the wood anatomical variables. This method allows the modelling
of non-independent, hierarchical observations as random factors (such as the normalized
tracheid position inside the tree rings or the trees within the sites), aside from the analysis
of independent variables (i.e., site, the year of tracheid formation and monthly weather
data; [62]). Thus, models included site (S) as a fixed factor, while the normalized tracheid
position (NTNo.) and the trees (T) inside the sites were treated as random factors. Moreover,
to account for the effect of yearly, seasonal and monthly weather conditions, the year of
tracheid formation (Y), the monthly precipitation sums (PPI) and aridity indexes (ARI)
of this current year (from April to October; PPI_04–PPI_10 and ARI_04–ARI_10), and the
4-month average of the monthly precipitation sums (pPPI) and aridity indexes (pARI) of
the preceding year (from January to December; pPPI_0104–pPPI_0912 and pARI_0104–
pARI_0912) were also included as independent variables. The linear combination of
five or four (depending on the number of significant variables) monthly and seasonal
weather variables (PPI, ARI and pPPI and pARI), with the two other independent (S,
Y) and two random variables (NTNo., T) were tested for nested models by Likelihood
Ratio Tests, in case of all the possible combinations of the monthly and seasonal weather
variables. Every variable of the tested linear combinations (full models) was considered
as significant if the likelihood ratio of the reduced model (null model) not containing
that certain variable was significantly lower, i.e., more, than 15,000 full models containing
five monthly weather variables were tested against more than 77,000 reduced models
containing four weather variables, in both earlywood and latewood subsets of three
dependent variables—CA, CWTrad and TNo. In the case of the CD/CWT variable, full
models included only four weather variables, and they were tested against reduced models
with three weather variables. Based on the lowest p values (or the highest χ2 values), we
selected those full linear combinations as final models, where the likelihood ratio tests of all
their reduced (null) models were worse. Pooled over the years, statistical differences among
the sites were determined by Tukey’s tests (homogeneity of variances was accepted by
variance ratio test). LMM’s and Tukey’s tests were computed with the R 3.6.3 (R foundation)
package ‘lme4’ and ‘multcomp’ (available from CRAN; http://cran.r-project.org, accessed
on 1 December 2020 and 08 February 2021.).

http://cran.r-project.org
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3. Results
3.1. Tree Ring Width Chronologies

The mean age at all sites ranged from 59 to 115 years (Table 1). Without standardization,
tree ring widths of the HFE site were the largest in the common period 1938–2020, while
RSD, RLU, RMO, and RCO sites had smaller increments, with RPO being the smallest
(Figure 3). Series intercorrelation values (i.e., the average correlation of each series with a
master chronology derived from all other series in a site, denoted by rbt) are also given for
all the sites, together with the average mean sensitivity values (a measure of the relative
change in ring-width from one year to the next in a given series, msx) under Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Raw ring width chronologies in the common interval of the sites in the period 1940–2020. Lines indicate mean
ring widths of all individuals sampled in the sites, vertical bars indicate the standard errors, together with their values
indicated in the table below, and completed with the series intercorrelation values (rbt) and the average mean sensibility
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Saru Dornei (RSD), Fenyőfő (HFE). Annual rings selected for wood anatomical analyses are indicated by arrows.

3.2. Wood Anatomical Differentiation by Habitat Types

In the earlywood, CA was significantly different between the sites (p < 0.001, Table 2),
and most sites formed separate groups, where HFE had the largest and RPO had the
smallest lumen areas: means varied from 914.9 to 1038.2 µm2 for HFE and from 414.0 to
554.0 µm2 for RPO in all measured years (Figure 4a). LMM coefficients reflected the same
relations between the sites: the intercept (1045.59) representing HFE displayed the largest
cells, while the relative coefficient of RPO (−712.27) showed the smallest cells (Table 2).
CWTrad of earlywood cells were also statistically different between the sites (p < 0.001),
with most sites forming separate groups. Earlywood CWTrad means varied from 3.35 to
3.58 µm for HFE, and from 3.37 to 3.90 µm for RLU, having the largest CWTrad (LMM
intercept and coefficient were 4.23 and −0.47, respectively); while RPO had the thinnest
earlywood cell walls (means 2.59 to 3.06 µm, Figure 4b, Table 2). The CD/CWT ratio in
the earlywood was also significantly different between the sites (p < 0.001); HFE had the
largest (means between 42.01 and 51.07; LMM intercept: 41.01), while RPO had the smallest
CD/CWT values (means between 22.48 and 31.49; Figure 4c; Table 2). Earlywood TNo was
significantly affected by sites as well (p < 0.001), where HFE had the largest mean number
of tracheids per radial file (ranging from 1.24 to 1.60, LMM intercept 1.40), and RPO had
the smallest (means ranged from 0.44 to 0.86, Figure 4d, Table 2).
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Table 2. Linear mixed effect models (LMMs) and likelihood ratio tests conducted on the fixed factors of site, year, and climate factors to test their effects on the wood’s anatomical features.
Heat maps correspond to coefficient (Coef.) relations between the climate covariates (PPT, ARI) and among factor levels of the site (S) and year (Y) variables. Color hues are from the
minimum to the maximum, from red–orange–yellow and light to dark green, proportionally. Reference site is HFE, reference year is 1990, both referred by Int (intercept).

Dependent
Variable Site Year Climate Variables

Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 06 ARI 04 ARI 06 ARI 07 pPPT_0508

CA

Ew
Coef 1045.59 −606.72 −505.64 −291.49 −712.27 −412.49 1.48 62.75 32.61 95.25 −5.54 57.07 619.59 62.40 −2.54

χ2 2575.65 *** 87.13 *** 40.03
***

69.73
***

39.47
***

35.21
*** 32.48 ***

Lw
Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 05 PPT 10 ARI 04 ARI 05 pARI_0508

Coef 337.20 −71.17 −37.42 −10.74 −126.87 −81.41 −99.81 65.23 −44.78 6.45 −1.80 −0.76 14.21 142.02 −175.64

χ2 649.76 *** 340.49 *** 53.13
***

60.79
*** 9.17 ** 47.81

*** 196.55 ***

CWTrad

Ew
Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 04 PPT 06 ARI 06 ARI 08 pARI_0508

Coef 4.23 −0.442 −0.467 −0.648 −1.493 −0.929 −0.486 0.037 −0.838 −0.610 −0.003 −0.029 2.773 0.971 −0.302

χ2 1776.65 *** 784.54 *** 36.54
***

84.26
***

67.15
***

212.96
*** 6.37 *

Lw
Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 07 PPT 08 ARI 06 ARI 07 pARI_0508

Coef 3.25 −0.12 0.28 −0.43 −1.93 −0.46 −0.06 −0.78 −0.55 −1.59 0.04 0.01 −0.28 −5.31 1.69

χ2 1376.55 *** 372.15 *** 38.52
***

120.78
*** 6.74 ** 39.48

*** 62.72 ***

CD/CWT
ratio

Ew
Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 05 ARI 04 ARI 07 -

PPT_0508
Coef 41.01 −26.45 −22.17 −9.42 −24.55 −13.90 3.12 3.35 6.06 8.70 −0.018 3.12 4.21 −0.03

χ2 2147.10 *** 447.95 *** 15.42
***

63.80
***

57.11
*** 5.18 *

Lw
Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 08 ARI 05 ARI 07 ARI 10

Coef 5.67 −3.47 −1.43 −0.02 −2.82 −2.61 −0.97 0.01 0.48 0.85 −0.02 0.48 0.71 0.53

χ2 401.48 *** 78.73 *** 31.40
***

11.40
*** 13.60 ** 33.19

***
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Table 2. Cont.

Dependent
Variable Site Year Climate Variables

Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 06 ARI 04 ARI 06 ARI 07 pPPT_0508

TNo
indices

Ew
Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 05 PPT 08 ARI 04 ARI 07 ARI_08

Coef 1.40 −1.203 −0.937 −0.541 −1.340 −1.042 −0.339 −0.055 −0.410 −0.428 −0.001 −0.014 0.122 0.317 1.882

χ2 273.81 *** 53.08 *** 3.91 * 8.41 ** 7.85 ** 21.53
*** 13.04 ***

Lw
Int RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD 1991 1992 1993 2010 PPT 05 PPT 08 ARI 05 ARI 09 pARI_0912

Coef 2.01 −0.05 −0.31 −0.99 −0.90 −0.73 0.35 −0.04 −0.26 −0.41 0.02 0.005 −1.13 −0.45 −0.03

χ2 156.40 *** 12.70 * 15.62
*** 5.62 * 10.36 ** 6.12 * 13.43 ***

HFE Fenyőfő, RCO Suhardul Mic, RLU Tinovul Luci, RMO Băile Tusnad, RPO Poliana Stampei, RSD Saru Dornei. CA: cell area; CWTrad: radial cell wall thickness; TNo indices: standardized tracheid number
within a tracheid file; Ew: earlywood; Lw: latewood. PPT and ARI are monthly precipitation sums and monthly mean aridity indexes, where the number index corresponds to the number of the month within the
current year; climatic variables names starting with “p” refer to the previous year with 3-month-means of the monthly values indicated in the indexes. Coef coefficients of the LMM variables and their factor
levels. χ2 (Chi-square values) of the likelihood ratio tests of the LMM variables, with their corresponding p values indicated by asterisks (*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001)). df(Site) = 5; df(Year) = 4; df(climatic
variables) = 1.
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Figure 4. Boxplots (displaying minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, maximum and mean) of the four measured
wood anatomical features of trunk cross sections in earlywood (Ew) and latewood (Lw) from the sampled sites (HFE-RSD)
for each studied year (1990–2010): CA cell area (a); CWTrad radial cell wall thickness (b); CD/CWT ratio of the cell diameter
and radial cell wall thickness (c); TNo indices standardized tracheid number within a tracheid file (d). Tukey’s HSD
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In the latewood, sites had significant effects on the four measured parameters of CA,
CWTrad, CD/CWT and TNo (all with p < 0.001; Table 2). RPO displayed significantly
smaller CA (means from 66.9 to 79.6 µm2), thinner CWTrad (2.75–3.04 µm), lower CD/CWT
(3.51–4.68), and lower TNo (0.25–0.64) in the latewood compared to HFE (mean CA: 121.2–
174.3 µm2, mean CWTrad: 3.71–4.92 µm, mean CD/CWT: 5.17–9.95, mean TNo: 0.91–1.97,
respectively). RPO was also different from the rest of the sites, except in the case of two
variables CD/CWT and TNo: RPO was grouped together with RCO and RSD considering
CD/CWT, while with RMO and RSD for TNo (Figure 4, Table 2).

Along the normalized tracheidograms in all sites and years, CA decreased in average
from mean (SD) = 739.33(156.03) µm2 in the first tracheid position of the earlywood to mean
(SD) = 62.29(18.75) µm2 in the last tracheid position of the latewood (Figure 5a,d,g,j,m). In
earlywood, CWTrad increased slightly from mean (SD) = 3.16(0.32) µm to mean (SD) =
3.67(0.41) µm until the 16th tracheid position, then the latewood wall-thickening acceler-
ated and peaked in the 19th tracheid position at mean (SD) = 4.48(0.64) µm, then, finally,
decreased to mean (SD) = 3.15(0.40) µm (Figure 5b,e,h,k,n). In general, the CD/CWT ratio
increased from mean (SD) = 37.71(2.23) to mean (SD) = 41.42(2.06) in the 6th tracheid posi-
tion of earlywood, then it decreased to mean (SD) = 3.25(0.29) in the last tracheid position
of the latewood (Figure 5c,f,i,l,o). In the first half of the earlywood, CA tracheidograms
(at tracheid positions 1–5), the difference between the means of HFE with mean (SD) =
1151.19(124.03), and the rest of the sites with mean (SD) = 651.78(87.85) were conspicuous.
The peat bog sites (RLU, RMO, RPO and RSD) differed from each other, as well in the whole
earlywood, with RSD having the largest mean CA, then followed RMO, RLU and RPO
(Table 3). This trend is also reflected in the CD/CWT tracheidograms, though the relations
between the peat bog sites in the earlywood differed from that in the CA tracheidograms,
as RMO was characterized by the second largest average CD/CWT values, then came
RSD, RLU and RPO. In 1992, HFE in the latewood showed a deviation from the general
trend that is characteristic of intra-annual density fluctuations (IADF) in the latewood
(L-type IADF), with a peak in CA (Figure 5g) and CD/CWT (Figure 5i) tracheidograms at
the 19th and 21st tracheid positions, with mean (SD) = 278.35(66.34) µm2 and 12.05(4.50),
respectively [63]. In general, the inter- and intra-annual variability of the sites were more
pronounced in the parameter CWTrad, especially in the latewood, where it varied greatly
between sites, years and tracheid positions.

Table 3. Mean and standard error (SE) of the wood anatomical features of earlywood and latewood for each studied site.
CA: cell area; CWTrad: radial cell wall thickness; CD/CWT: ratio of the cell diameter and radial cell wall thickness. Site
abbreviations: Suhardul Mic (RCO), Tinovul Luci (RLU), Băile Tusnad (RMO), Poiana Stampei (RPO), Saru Dornei (RSD),
Fenyőfő (HFE).

Parameter HFE RCO RLU RMO RPO RSD

Earlywood
mean(SE) CA (µm2) 999.27 (5.47) 570.06 (6.45) 645.86 (4.54) 688.37 (5.13) 470.44 (3.76) 758.53 (5.40)

mean(SE) CWTrad (µm) 3.45 (0.01) 3.25 (0.02) 3.70 (0.01) 2.95 (0.02) 2.81 (0.01) 3.38 (0.01)
mean(SE) CD/CWT 47.60 (0.30) 29.01 (0.38) 28.61 (0.24) 38.58 (0.27) 27.36 (0.23) 37.04 (0.31)

Latewood
mean(SE) CA (µm2) 168.30 (2.66) 95.92 (3.78) 135.67 (2.67) 129.18 (2.53) 71.54 (1.34) 111.07 (2.61)

mean(SE) CWTrad (µm) 4.33 (0.03) 4.21 (0.06) 4.84 (0.04) 3.78 (0.04) 2.87 (0.02) 4.46 (0.05)
mean(SE) CD/CWT 6.51 (0.11) 3.62 (0.13) 4.48 (0.09) 5.41 (0.08) 4.17 (0.08) 4.16 (0.10)
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Figure 5. Average tracheidograms (tracheid parameter variations as functions of their normalized positions in radial files–
NTNo.) for each studied year (1990–2010) at the studied sites of three measured wood anatomical features in earlywood
(Ew) and latewood (Lw): CA cell area (a,d,g,j,m); CWTrad radial cell wall thickness (b,e,h,k,n); CD/CWT ratio of the cell
diameter and radial cell wall thickness (c,f,i,l,o). Tracheidograms were obtained based on a normalized number of 24 cells
(16 earlywood and 8 latewood). Lines with different colors indicate different sites, error bars indicate standard errors. Site
abbreviations: Suhardul Mic (RCO), Tinovul Luci (RLU), Băile Tusnad (RMO), Poiana Stampei (RPO), Saru Dornei (RSD),
Fenyőfő (HFE).
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3.3. Effect of Yearly and Monthly Climate on Wood Anatomy

Earlywood CA, CWTrad, CD/CWT and TNo were significantly affected by the year of
cell formation (all with p < 0.001, Table 2). The sites produced the smallest earlywood CA
and CD/CWT in 1990 (LMM intercepts: 1045.59 and 41.01 respectively), while the largest
cells with high CD/CWT were produced in 2010 (Figure 4a,c, Table 2). Earlywood CWTrad
and TNo were the highest in 1990 (LMM intercepts are 4.23 and 1.40, respectively) and in
1992, while these parameters displayed the lowest values in 1993 and 2010 (Figure 4b,c,
Table 2). Years also had significant effects on the latewood CA, CWTrad and CD/CWT (all
with p < 0.001), as well as on TNo (p < 0.05). Similarly to the relations seen in the earlywood,
latewood CWTrad and TNo values were the lowest in 2010 (CWTrad coefficient: −1.59,
TNo coefficient: −0.41) and CD/CWT were highest in this same year, while CA were only
slightly larger in 2010, compared to 1990 (intercept: 337.30, Figure 4, Table 2). For the
means and standard errors of the four parameters in the sites and years, see Table S2. The
main monthly climatic variables affecting wood parameters were dependent on the time
of formation (earlywood–latewood position) of the measured tracheids. For CWTrad and
TNo, earlywood tracheids correlated negatively with precipitation and positively with the
current year aridity indexes (in case of all monthly variables at p < 0.05 or lower), while
latewood tracheids were positively correlated with precipitation and negatively correlated
with the current year aridity indexes (p < 0.05 or lower). For CA and CD/CWT, earlywood
and latewood tracheids show negative correlation with the precipitation and positive
correlation with the aridity indexes, at p < 0.05 or lower (Table 2).

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated how Pinus sylvestris trees adjust their xylem to the
ecological and climatic characteristics of different rear-edge habitats in the Carpathians
and in the Pannonian Lowland. Through the examination of tracheid parameters lumen
area (CA), radial cell wall thickness (CWTrad), ratio of radial lumen diameter to radial
cell wall thickness (CD/CWT), and the number of tracheids in the radial files (TNo), we
compared populations inhabiting four different peat bogs, a mountainside habitat with
rocky outcrops, and a sandy, calcareous lowland site. To disentangle the influence of
yearly and seasonal climate from the effect of sites, the statistical modelling included the
year of tracheid formation, monthly climate data (i.e., precipitation and aridity), and the
corresponding tracheid positions inside the tree rings, taken from tracheidograms.

Our results revealed significant differences among all studied sites in the case of almost
all wood anatomical parameters (Table 2, Figure 4). Even populations growing on the same
type of habitat with similar ecological background exhibited anatomical differences.

As expected, the most distinct population proved to be HFE population from the
Pannonian Lowland, formerly reported to represent a different genetic lineage from those
of the Eastern Carpathians [16]. Ecological conditions of this site were also dissimilar to
other populations. Located in Northwest Hungary, at the intersection of the northern slopes
of the Bakony Mountains and the Little Hungarian Plain (Figure 1a), the population is
situated on less humid, calcareous sandy soil [20,22]. The thick sand layer is coupled with
intensive summer evaporation and, consequently, a low groundwater table [28]. According
to these circumstances, this site proved to be the most arid habitat among all investigated
in this study (Figure 1b). Such long-term drought conditions could lead to enlarged lumen
diameters, thinner cell walls, and an adaptive reduction of the thickness-to-span ratio [47].
This mechanism offers a more effective water-conducting system, which requires lower
carbon investments in tissue production [64], at the cost of higher vulnerability of the water
conducting cells exposed to cavitation failures [47,65]. Compared to larger angiosperm
vessels, the narrow and short conduits of conifers—even if relatively enlarged—could be
more easily refilled once cavitated, as the gas emboli in these conduits have larger surface-
to-volume ratios [64], and conifer tracheids are also less exposed to eventual implosion [66].
Moreover, extreme xylem cavitation can be prevented if the increased specific hydraulic
conductivity of wider tracheids in drier sites is associated with a lower leaf/sapwood
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area ratio [67]. This strategy is more evident if the CD/CWT ratio is taken into account
(Figure 4c), and it is compared to the global aridity indexes of the sites. This optimized
carbon-per-conduit-cost strategy is reflected in the wood anatomical traits of HFE: the
large tracheid lumen areas (Figures 4a and 5a,d,g,j,m) are combined, though with larger,
but proportionally thinner, cell walls (Figures 4b and 5b,e,h,k,n), resulting in the highest
CD/CWT ratio Figures 4c and 5c,f,i,l,o) among the studied sites. Larger tracheid lumens
could also be formed due to site-specific soil conditions: though the soil is basically sandy,
a thin layer of brown cambisol soil is present above the calcareous sandy substrate [68];
thus, this site is relatively less nutrient-deprived compared to the peat bog sites. This could
lead to the formation of wider tracheids, as well as to more tracheids per radial files and
the delayed cessation of tracheid formation [69]. The high number of TNo (Figure 4d)
and the large radial increments (Figure 3) could also be attributed to (1) the high mean
temperature and long growing seasons (Figure 1b) favoring physiological processes in
the direction of increased radial growth performance [70,71]; and (2) the absence of the
limiting effect of the over-saturated groundwater (as evidenced in peat bogs), enabling
and forcing trees to produce expanded, deep-penetrating rooting systems, enhanced water
uptake and promoted radial growth [72,73]. As a result of the high water permeability
and low capacity of the sandy soil, the irrigating effect of precipitation is reduced, and the
year-to-year growth of the tree rings is more balanced, resulting in relatively low TRW
mean sensitivity (0.295; [74]).

Altogether, four peat bog populations and one from a rocky habitat were studied
from the Carpathians. By comparing wood anatomical parameters, RPO was the most
distinct among the peat bogs. Though the RPO site is characterized by the highest average
yearly and summer precipitation and the most humid conditions (Figure 1b,c), the trees
displayed the smallest ring widths (Figure 3), lowest TNo (Figure 4d; Table S2), smallest
CA (Figures 4a and 5a,d,g,j,m; Table S2), thinnest CWT (Figures 4b and 5b,e,h,k,n; Table
S2), and lowest CD/CWT ratio (Figures 4c and 5c,f,i,l,o, Table S2) in both earlywood
and latewood. On the other hand, RPO is one of the coldest sites, with a relatively short
growing season (Figure 1b,c) compared to HFE and most of the studied peat bogs, as
well as RLU and RMO. Lower yearly and seasonal temperatures generally de-escalate the
physiological processes related to the growth performance of trees [34,75], with shortened
periods of cambial activity [40] and shorter growing seasons resulting in the decrease of
tree basal area and tree-ring growth [70,71]. Trees at RPO seem to have reduced their yearly
tracheid production and radial growth to adapt to the cooler, shorter, vegetation period,
and to avoid possible frost deformations of the wood caused by relatively frequent frost
events (Figure 1a, [41]). The high water table at this site could also contribute to smaller
increments, as a result of restricted rooting depth, decreased amount of fine root biomass
and, thus, a limited nutrient uptake from the flooded soils [73]. The RPO population
itself is also surrounded by a tall forest community dominated by Picea abies, inducing
the more vigorous apical growth of local P. sylvestris trees in order to compete for light,
resulting in thinner and narrower trunks (Table 1) and restricted radial growth. RPO
trees produced the smallest lumen areas with the lowest CD/CWT ratios, probably as a
result of two main reasons: (1) the higher number of extreme frost days (Figure 1b) led to
the adaptation of tracheids against possible embolism-formations, related to freeze-thaw
cycles [76–78], in parallel with the interrelation of higher altitudes and reduced tracheid
lengths [33]; or (2) RPO lies in the western part of the Dornelor basin, as a part of a vast wet
site complex, between the Bârgău and Călimani Mountains. As an oligotrophic peat bog,
its water accumulation is mostly determined by precipitation [79], which is complemented
by the irrigating effect of the rivers, Dorna and Dornişoara, in the area [80]. As this site is
characterized by the highest precipitation and humidity (Figure 1b), the constantly high
water table and anaerobic, hydric conditions led to reduced root and mycorrhizae growth
and to shallow root systems [72,73], resulting in small, thick-walled tracheids in the trunk,
probably as a consequence of hormonal adjustments [81–84].
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The RSD site also resides in the Dornelor basin, between the Bârgău, Călimani and
Bistrit,a Mountains, east of the RPO site and located in the same wet site complex [79]. This
is an oligotrophic peat bog, but probably with a different soil water regime compared to
RPO, due to its more centralized position in the eastern part of the basin. This fact, and the
lesser amount of precipitation (Figure 1b), prevent the constant presence of a high water
table and advanced anaerobic conditions, as seen in case of the RPO site. Thus, trees at
the RSD site can better utilize available moisture [42,84], producing larger earlywood and
latewood tracheids (Figure 4a). Low mean temperatures and a shorter growing season
at this site (Figure 1b) result in fewer yearly formed earlywood tracheids (Figure 4d;
Table S2), in parallel with the temperature and growing season length dependence of
wood growth, as discussed above. In the latewood as well, RSD trees (as peat bog sites
RPO and RMO) developed fewer cells (Figure 4d; Table S2). It seems that the higher
numbers of frost days, with minimum temperatures below −20 ◦C at these peat bogs
(Figure 1b), is the main driving force behind the reduced number of latewood tracheids.
Trees at these sites possibly try to avoid severe frost damage in autumn through the early
cessation of cambial activity, with reduced cell production rates and radial growth [34,85].
Shortened root growth periods with slower growth and activity could also contribute to
this phenomenon [73]. The high earlywood-to-latewood TNo ratios at these three sites
could also improve hydraulic efficiency in order to utilize the higher water supply of the
RPO and RSD peat bogs (Figure 1b, [86]).

The RLU site has developed in one old volcano crater within the Harghita Mountains,
exhibiting extreme acidic soil, about 11–12 ◦C summer soil temperature and summer water
table at 40–50 cm depth [87]. Both earlywood and latewood CWTrad were the highest
at this site, compared to other peat bogs (Figure 4b), with pronounced inter- and intra-
annual variation (Figure 5b,e,h,k,n; Table 2); still, there seems to be no clear evidence of
connection between the observed high CWTrad values and the long-term climate of the
site (Figure 1b,h). Rosner et al. [88] suggested, that climate has a poor effect on CWT, but
the conduit wall reinforcement of the tracheids (t/b)2 are responsible for preparing trees
for extreme climate events. Trees with lower (t/b)2 are hydraulically more efficient in the
long term, but are more prone to extreme sudden drought and eventual dieback through
the higher probability of hydraulic failure. Though Borbély and Indreica [87] described
P. sylvestris at the RLU site with vigorous, competitive growth, this population—at least
in some parts—seemed to degrade: snags, standing, dead trees and decaying logs were
commonly present in the site, accompanied by low population density. The sampled,
healthy trees were possibly more prepared for the drought events of the last 25 years [87]
than were dead ones, through their enlarged CWT and higher wall reinforcement [88]. As
in the case of RPO and RSD, RLU trees formed fewer earlywood tracheids (Figure 4d; Table
S2) due to low mean temperatures and shorter growing seasons, while, in the latewood,
the smaller number of extreme cold events (T20, Figure 1b) induced higher latewood TNo
compared to other peat bogs [34,85].

The peatland basin of RMO is located within the volcanic crater of the former Ciomadu
volcano, situated in the Calimani-Gurghiu-Harghita range. It is an ombrotrophic peat
bog, with 15 ◦C summer temperatures and a deep peat layer that reaches ca. 10 m, with
its central part dominated by the 2–3 m tall P. sylvestris trees [89]. As pine peat bogs are
already relatively more acidic and nutrient-deprived among the peat forest vegetations
of Central-East Europe [1], the thick layer of peat is possibly coupled with pronounced
N and P deficiency in the soil (Table S1), resulting in the restricted growth and height
of P. sylvestris trees at this site. The lack of tall trees could also be connected to the cold
winter air, which could be trapped in the depression of the volcanic crater of the Ciomadu,
resulting in temperature inversions [1]. Despite trees at RMO having the smallest breast
height diameters (12.5 ± 3.3; Table 1), the slenderness ratio of the trees—the proportion of
tree height and diameter—is most probably the smallest at this site due to their extremely
limited height. This is shown to be accompanied by reduced cell wall thickness (Figures 4b
and 5b,e,h,k,n), suggesting the adaptation of the internal regulation of the mechanical prop-
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erties of the stem in the face of constrained dynamic pressure on the smaller trees caused
by less windy days [90]. RMO is also characterized by the lowest amount of precipitation,
and trees produced relatively large tracheids at this site (Figures 4a and 5a,d,g,j,m). Since
1950, after the earlier wet hydroclimatic periods, the peat bog has been drained [89], thus,
the water table became less saturated. If the over-saturated water table was a constraining
factor for the anatomical development of the trees, this condition ceased, and trees adapted
their tracheid lumens to the changed moisture conditions [84]. Characterized by the higher
mean and more equilibrated temperature and humid conditions among the peat bogs (Fig-
ure 1b), RMO trees are represented with higher CD/CWT ratios. The RMO site produced
higher number of earlywood and a smaller number of latewood cells (Figure 4d; Table S2)
in parallel with the temperature and growing season lengths, as discussed above [34,85].

The rocky RCO population from the Bicaz Valley (southern Giurgeu Mountains)
sustains on the southern facing cliffs above Lacul Ros, u lake. Leptosol, episkeletic podzol
and dystric cambisol are the dominant soil types, laying on rocky substrate with outcrops,
which separates this site from the peat bogs and the lowland HFE [91]. Average yearly
precipitation exceeds 700 mm, coupled with moderate temperatures and relatively high
humidity (Figure 1b). Trees are characterized by small average TRW (0.67 ± 0.17, Figure 3),
low earlywood TNo and CA (Figure 4a,d), and low earlywood and latewood CD/CWT
ratios (Figure 4c), while latewood TNo, CA, and both earlywood and latewood CWT are
around the global mean of the sites (Figure 4, Table S2). As trees growing on rocky soils
are characterized by shallow root systems and reduced water accessibility, tree ring and
wood formation cease earlier, accompanied by inhibited cell expansion and reduced radial
earlywood cell widths [92]. On the other hand, the abovementioned carbon-per-conduit-
cost strategy, in the face of the relatively high humidity of the site (Figure 1b), could have
led to the reduced tracheid lumens and to the proportionally thicker cell walls [47]. Due to
the low sample number at this site (Table 1), results should be treated with caution and
further measurements are needed.

The patterns of site effects were influenced by local yearly and seasonal climate. The
CD/CWT ratio parameter, both in earlywood and latewood, especially corresponded to the
current year’s humidity conditions and precipitation: the relatively arid 1990–1992 years
(lower ARI) induced smaller CD/CWT ratios as a result of smaller lumen areas and thicker
cell walls, while in 1993, and especially in 2010, the increased amount of precipitation and
wet, humid conditions (higher ARI) led to increased CD/CWT ratios (Table 2, Figure 4c).
This trend is reflected on the monthly level as well, as current year spring and mid-summer
ARI was positively correlated with the earlywood and latewood CD/CWT ratio and
CA (Table 2). However, monthly precipitation showed negative correlations with these
parameters, in parallel with the findings of Fernández-de-Uña et al. [38]; thus, the positive
relationship between ARI and these cell parameters could be attributed to the indirect effect
of corresponding temperature fluctuations [42] affecting PET, probably both on the inter-
and intra-annual scale. The seasonal climatic imprint on CWT differs between earlywood
and latewood, suggesting more complex effects of climate on the intra-ring scale of this
parameter [39]. Regarding tracheid numbers (TNo), there seems to be a negative connection
between yearly tracheid production and humidity conditions: trees in general have reduced
their TNo in the humid and wet 1993 and 2010 years (Table 2), but site variability differed
in this parameter (Figure 4d). While latewood TNo was affected in the same way by
late spring and early autumn humidity, tracheid production in the earlywood benefited
from moist summer conditions (Table 2, [37,38]). It seems that, rather, the combined
effect of current year precipitation and evapotranspiration—through the indirect effect of
temperature—is responsible for the short-term wood anatomical responses of the trees at
these peripheral communities, as it was shown in other studies [36,37]. Furthermore, as
the growing season proceeds, the within-year climate variations affect the earlywood and
latewood portions of the trees differently [35,37]. The occurrence of the L-type IADFs in
the latewoods of the dry HFE site in 1992 (Figure 5g,i) is probably a consequence of the late
summer drought (August PPT: 2.77 mm, August ARI: 0.02) and heat (August T: 24.62 ◦C)
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in 1992, followed by a relatively wet and mild autumn (October PPT: 97.49 mm, October
T: 9.78 ◦C) as it was shown in other cases [93–95]; though possible delays between the
controlling climatic factor and the occurrence of the IADF makes the determination of the
time for triggering difficult to assess [63,74]. It seems that the short-term plastic responses
of these populations to yearly and seasonal climate fluctuations differ from the long-term
adaptive responses of these trees to the ecological characteristics of their habitats [12].

5. Conclusions

Altogether, P. sylvestris in the studied peripheral peat bog populations (RPO, RSD,
RLU, RMO) adapted their wood anatomical traits to ensure the hydraulic safety of the stem
(smaller tracheids, with proportionally thick walls), whereas, on the sandy, lowland site
(HFE), trees are building a more effective water-conducting system (larger tracheids with
relatively thin walls) at the cost of higher vulnerability to cavitation. Radial tree ring growth
and yearly tracheid production also differed among the habitat types. Wood structure
reflected the generally hydric, cool and anaerobic conditions of the peat bogs [82–84], while
trees at the lowland site optimized their carbon-per-conduit-cost in the face of the dry,
sandy soil, coupled with the arid and long growing seasons [47]. At the same time, further
studies are needed to reveal the exact small scale microclimatic effects on wood anatomy
at these sites due to a lack of precise local meteorological measurements. Individually,
all populations are unique, as they exhibited specificity to site conditions, suggesting the
local anatomical adaptation of Scots pine trees at these peripheral habitats. This by-habitat
type phenotypic differentiation is reinforced by the adaptation of the cone morphology
and needle anatomy of these populations [24], though the phylogeographic history and
genetic differentiation of these populations could have also contributed to the variance of
the wood’s anatomical traits [16]. These phenotypic and genotypic adjustments allow P.
sylvestris to prosper in these peripheral habitats in the face of climate change, as possible
competitors do not pose a risk of being outcompeted through their lack of such variability
and smaller ecological tolerance [1].
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